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Technocracy Technate design offers the only viable
alternative to the current Price System method. Willard Gibbs
was cited by Howard Scott, the organizer of the Technical Alliance, and then
Technocracy Incorporated, as the intellectual scientific progenitor of the
Technocracy Technate design for North America. The program of
Technocracy Technate scientific social design is based on Energy Accounting
The Energy Certificate/Energy Accounting.Technocracy system.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Willard_Gibbs
Josiah Willard Gibbs

The Technical Alliance work became presented as the basis of the Technate design located
in the last two chapters of the Technocracy Study Course Technocracy Study Course.

Here is a Technocracy Technate search engine.
Here is a reference also for Technate design Technocracy. Some basic facts.

Inanimate energy
'Appliances'.

The fact that we get motive power now from machines and extraneous energy, rather than
human muscle power, as in the past, makes it possible to run an engine, stove, jet or
dynamo, and is one reason why literal human slavery became obsolete in the early part of
the Industrial revolution. It became to expensive to maintain humans in regard to their
labor contribution. It became pointless within the context of the Price System to literally
enslave humans when machines could do most of the work in a more energy efficient way.
Since the Price System is all about making money and social control, the so called morality
of enslaving other humans was never the root issue. Money making is always the root issue
in a Price System.
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Because of our various energy production and delivery systems now, and the myriad
designs which convert that power into desired functions, each person now has many
inanimate energy appliances working on their behalf 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Unlike
the former human slaves that were overtly used in the past, such energy converting
machines do not suffer, tire, complain, or run away.

It is no surprise then that ordinary slavery in the industrialized world disappeared shortly
after the release of coal power and the steam engine.
Human slave owners understood that human slaves required a lot of overhead in money or
debt tokens to maintain.
Because a humans output (about 1/20th of a horsepower, or around 36 watts) became more
expensive than machine power to maintain, and would not allow then for a Price System
profit, slavery was abolished, and those human slaves then made into wage slaves to join
the already working 'free' wage slaves.
Instead of being owned as private property and bought and sold on a contractual civil law
basis, human slaves were given wage slave status instead, in the caste class system of
modern North America.
It remains for the future to also free the wage slaves from their unfortunate position. The
Technate design does that as it eliminates this ancient feature of the Price System (wages).

The transition from a scarcity based human labor system, class control system, to an
abundance based scientific social system has begun. The transition point of mechanical
energy surpassing human generated energy occurred in the United States in about 1913
Technocracy An Idea For Now Stephen L. Doll.

People in North America have multiple inanimate energy appliances working
around the clock on each persons behalf.

Operating a Technate is determined by the amount of energy made available in the
context of sustainable abundance and resource protection.
People consume energy to perform their desired activity and in the process of
contributing to society. Energy availability equals : desires of a consuming public
being fulfilled within that context of getting what they care to get, in relation to
sustainable abundance.

What kind of a system are we using today in the U.S. and the world ? I am the
Price System - essay. Technocracy Incorporated.

The Price System we use is a throwback to a time of low energy conversion and by
necessity was based on human labor or outright theft instead of abundant mechanical
energy, as is available today. Presently we use only 1/3 of the potential of what we are
generating in our electrical grid. That means we have the potential of 2/3rds more use.
For every 3 watts generated, we are using one, leaving 2 watts available for further
conversion. In other words there is no shortage of electrical energy, and electrical energy is
the source of the mechanism of abundance for this culture.
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Our current system was designed as a human manipulation construct. What is referred to
as religion is a construct developed by Political system to enforce and make palatable civil
society law, that concept is based on private property and civil contract control. It employs a
class/caste system method using money as a method of coercion and forced motivation (civil
contracts). Technocracy+Technate+design.+Technocracy+Incorpora.pdf (application/pdf
Object)

A real education can not be gotten at easily in the Price System because that system
depends on inculcating concepts in the form of propaganda (public relations) rather than
actual education concerning the mechanism of how our system works in reality.
Technocracy and Price System Politics.

Many of the concepts that are regarded as somehow beneficial in todays society such as the
current ideas of `` Democracy ', are actually a form of special interest control that employ
debt tokens (money interests) and this is in effect a vehicle for a civil contract of idea
slavery used to insure conformity and sociological concepts, such as morality, ethics,
aesthetics, etc.
Technate design precludes special interest control, therefore the idea of voting in a
Technate is a non-starter.
It can not be, because voting gives special interest groups a vehicle of control, and that is
another type of Price System control mechanism that would negate the scientific
management of the Technate. Technocracy is based on functional governance and is not a
political system.
In other words, energy units or certificates can not be used to control or manipulate people
in a context of so called voting, as in a Price System, as any kind of a voting system is
controlled by special interest groups. Special interest control is only another Price System
mechanism which defeats scientific management.
Energy Accounting is only an accounting system, not a substitute for the concepts of a
monetary system, it is an inventory management control only, and not a people
manipulation vehicle. Technocracy and History. Propaganda, Public Relations & Marketing

Technocracy Technate design eliminates the need and purpose of our current
money based Price System History and Purpose of Technocracy.Howard Scott.

Introduction to Technocracy: Definitions and Laws

``In physical science... the first step is to define clearly the material system
which we make the subject of our statements. This system may be of any
degree of complexity. It maybe a simple material particle, a body of finite size,
or any number of such bodies, and it may even be extended so as to include the
whole material universe.'' -- James Clerk Maxwell, Matter and Motion
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DEFINITIONS

Mass

The quantity of matter in a body, or more correctly, the degree of resistance to changes of
state exhibited by a body. (Weight, however, is an expression of the force with which the
earth attracts the body.)

Motion

Change of position (displacement of a body with reference to another body). The
determination of displacement involves two quantities: the length of the path traversed
between the given points and the direction of the path from origin to terminus. (Vector)

Force

That which changes, or tends to change, the state of rest or uniform motion of a body. It is
only through such changes that force can be detected or measured.

Energy

The capacity of a body or material system for doing work. Kinetic energy: Possessed by a
body in virtue of its motion; summarized in the formula K.E. = 1/2mv2, where m is the mass
of the body and v its velocity. Potential energy: Possessed by a body in virtue of its position
or configuration. (The case of water at the top of a fall, of a body suspended above ground,
of a taut cord or a coiled spring.)

Work

A force is said to do work when its point of application is displaced in the direction of its
application. (Cox) Expressed more generally by James Clerk Maxwell, work is `the
transference of energy from one body or material system to another. The system which
gives out energy is said to do work on the system which receives it and the amount of
energy given out by the first system is always exactly equal to that received by the second.'
Bear in mind that, in practice, allowance must be made for `losses' through friction, air
resistance, and heat; these losses, however, added to the total of energy effectively
transformed into work, always equal the total energy originally expended.

Power

The quantity of work done by a body or material system in a unit of time; more tersely, a
time-rate of doing work. This scientific definition of power must be kept clearly in mind in all
discussions bearing upon the operation of physical equipment of any kind: no reference to
`power' is correct that does not state a quantitative relationship between the factor of work
and the physical dimension of time.



LAWS

Newton's Three Laws of Motion

1. Every body continues in its state of rest or of uniform motion in a straight line,
except insofar as it is compelled to change that state by impressed force. (This is
Galileo's Principle of Inertia.)

2. Change of motion is proportional to the impressed force, and takes place in the
direction of that force. (From this law is derived the method of measuring force,
which can be observed only in relation to changes of state in a body.)

3. To every action there is equal and, opposite reaction. (This states that all force is of
the nature of a stress, that is, a mutual action between two bodies. Force could not
exist, nor would it be necessary, if there were no inertia or resistance to overcome.)

The Two Laws of Thermodynamics

1. The total energy of a body or system of bodies is a quantity which can neither be
increased nor diminished by any mutual action of the bodies, though it may be
transformed into any one of the forms of which energy is susceptible. (Clerk
Maxwell) This is the great Principle of the Conservation of Energy. Attempts to
circumvent or violate it come under the head of perpetual motion of the first class.

2. The total energy of a material system (which includes its heat) tends to become
uniformly distributed throughout the particles of the system. This process is
described as `unidirectional and irreversible,' and from any determinate energy
state of the system (provided that no indeterminate external force is introduced) it
is possible to calculate 'the next most probable state' of the system. The final state
of complete distribution or equipartition of energy is called the maximum entropy of
the system. It is this law which in current physical theory is treated as a special
case of the theory of probabilities: the state of a material system at any moment is
a statistical expression of the combined (and individually indeterminate) states of
the particles of which it is composed.

Click here to go back to the top of the page. Technocracy & Energy.
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